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Key points

1 Rising global inflation expectations are fueling higher bond yields. We 
prefer U.S. inflation-linked bonds to those of other regions. 

2 Upbeat economic data drove stocks higher last week. Global bond yields 
moved up modestly and the British pound surged against the U.S. dollar.

3 We see renewed debate around U.S. challenges to the global trade order 
as world leaders meet at Davos and NAFTA talks resume this week.

Market votes for higher inflation
A synchronized rise in inflation expectations, reflected in rising bond yields, show s 
markets are grow ing more confident that global inf lation has f inally hit bottom. But w e 
see actual inf lation running hotter in the U.S. than in Europe and Japan, and this is 
shaping our view s on inflation-linked bonds.

Chart of the week
Market-based inflation expectations, 2013-2018

Sources: BlackRock Investment Institute, with data from Bloomberg, January 2018. Notes: The lines for the U.S. and 
Japan show 10-year breakeven inflation rates or the difference between the yields of 10-year nominal and inflation-
linked government bonds. The eurozone line is based on the 10-year inflation swap rate. Ten-year breakeven rates 
reflect market expectations for what inflation rates will average over the coming 10 years.

The main driver behind the recent move higher in U.S. 10-year yields has been a 
rising U.S. 10-year inflation breakeven rate, w hich now  implies average headline 
inflation above 2% over the next decade. Breakeven rates – the difference in yields 
betw een nominal and inflation-linked bonds of the same maturity – reflect market 
expectations for inf lation. Breakeven measures in the eurozone and Japan have also 
improved meaningfully lately, but from subdued bases. We see these market moves 
as a renew ed sign of confidence that price pressures are building. The strengthening 
global economy and expectations of U.S. f iscal stimulus appear to be heralding a 
turnaround in market sentiment after fears of near-zero headline inflation tw o years 
ago. Rising energy prices are also helping fuel conviction that inf lation may be at a 
turning point globally.
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Behind rising breakevens
Yet w e see diverging trends in actual inf lation across regions. Breakeven rates track headline Consumer Price Index readings, w hich 
include the volatile food and energy prices that core measurements exclude. Our BlackRock Inflation GPS show s U.S. core inflation 
rising close to the Federal Reserve’s 2% target in 2018. U.S. w ages are grinding higher and one-off factors are set to w ash out of U.S. 
inf lation readings, part of the Inflation comeback theme in our 2018 Global Investment Outlook.

In contrast, our GPS points to inflation in the eurozone and Japan bottoming out but stuck w ell below  central bank targets. Core inflation 
in both those economies is tepid, and ample spare capacity means price pressures are limited. We agree w ith the view  of the European 
Central Bank (ECB) that eurozone core inflation may be stuck below  target through 2019. We see inflation in Japan inching up but still 
being very subdued. This is w hy w e expect both the ECB and Bank of Japan (BoJ) to keep policy loose, w hereas the Fed looks poised 
to deliver at least three rate increases in 2018. One outlier: the UK, w here w e believe inflation has probably peaked and w ill gradually 
glide low er as the British pound recovers from its selloff follow ing the Brexit vote.

U.S. f iscal support at this stage of the economic cycle could raise concerns of U.S. overheating, as w e w rite in our latest Fixed income 
strategy piece. We believe the Fed w ould likely delay any pre-emptive action such as more or larger rate increases. But an inflation 
acceleration could ultimately result in an increasing inflation risk premium. Against this backdrop, w e prefer inf lation-protected securities 
over nominal bonds in the U.S., particularly at the long end of the curve. Valuations on U.S. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities 
(TIPS) look more attractive than those of developed-market counterparts and are poised to benefit from an actual inf lation comeback, in 
our view . Reigniting inflation expectations could also help halt the recent curve-flattening trend in nominal bonds, w e believe.

Week in review
• Equity markets rose, led by Asian stocks. The Dow industrials hit a new record. U.S. initial jobless claims fell to a 45-

year low. China’s fourth-quarter gross domestic product (GDP) growth beat expectations, sending local stocks up. 
China’s December retail sales disappointed. Cryptocurrency prices partly recovered after a sharp fall on regulatory 
concerns. The U.S. government shut down at midnight on Friday as a temporary funding measure expired.

• Global bond yields moved modestly higher. A 10-year U.S. TIPS auction saw strong demand, leading the 10-year U.S. 
inflation breakeven level to a four-year high. Global inflation-linked bond funds recorded their 13th straight week of 
inflows. The British pound surged to its highest level versus the U.S. dollar since the Brexit vote.

• New tax rules took center stage in U.S. Q4 earnings, as banks reported mostly anticipated, one-off tax adjustments.

Global snapshot
Weekly and 12-month performance of selected assets

Equities Week YTD 12 Months Div. Yield

U.S. Large Caps 0.9% 5.1% 24.1% 1.9%
U.S. Small Caps 0.4% 4.1% 20.3% 1.1%
Non-U.S. World 1.4% 5.1% 30.9% 3.0%
Non-U.S. Dev eloped 1.2% 5.0% 29.1% 3.1%
Japan 1.6% 6.5% 29.6% 1.9%
Emerging 2.0% 6.4% 40.8% 2.5%
Asia ex-Japan 1.7% 6.0% 43.7% 2.4%

Bonds Week YTD 12 Months Yield

U.S. Treasuries -0.4% -1.1% 1.1% 2.7%
U.S. TIPS -0.1% -0.7% 1.8% 2.5%
U.S. Inv estment Grade -0.5% -1.0% 5.2% 3.4%
U.S. High Yield -0.1% 0.6% 6.9% 5.7%
U.S. Municipals 0.1% -0.4% 4.1% 2.4%
Non-U.S. Dev eloped 0.7% 1.5% 12.0% 0.8%
EM $ Bonds -0.2% 0.0% 8.8% 5.3%

Commodities Week YTD 12 Months Level

Brent Crude Oil -1.8% 2.6% 26.7% $68.61
Gold -0.4% 2.2% 10.5% $1,332
Copper -1.0% -2.8% 22.7% $7,041

Currencies Week YTD 12 Months Level

Euro/USD 0.2% 1.8% 14.6% 1.22 
USD/Yen -0.3% -1.7% -3.6% 110.77 
Pound/USD 0.9% 2.6% 12.3% 1.39 

Source: Bloomberg. As of Jan. 19, 2018. Notes: Weekly data through Friday. Equity and bond performance are measured in total index returns in U.S. dollars. U.S. large caps are 
represented by the S&P 500 Index; U.S. small caps are represented by the Russell 2000 Index; non-U.S. world equity by the MSCI ACWI ex U.S.; non-U.S. developed equity by the 
MSCI EAFE Index; Japan, Emerging and Asia ex-Japan by their respective MSCI indexes; U.S. Treasuries by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Treasury Index; U.S. TIPS by the U.S. 
Treasury Inflation Notes Total Return Index; U.S. investment grade by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate Index; U.S. high yield by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High 
Yield 2% Issuer Capped Index; U.S. municipals by the Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index; non-U.S. developed bonds by the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate ex USD; and 
emerging market $ bonds by the JP Morgan EMBI Global Diversified Index. Brent crude oil prices are in U.S. dollars per barrel, gold prices are in U.S. dollar per troy ounce and copper 
prices are in U.S. dollar per metric ton. The Euro/USD level is represented by U.S. dollar per euro, USD/JPY by yen per U.S. dollar and Pound/USD by U.S. dollar per pound. Index 
performance is shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Week ahead

U.S. President Donald Trump could use his speaker slot at the World Economic Forum this w eek to f lag any trade actions. Several U.S. 
probes into Chinese trade practices are concluding this month, and negotiations over the future of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) are limping along. We could see the risk of the U.S. challenging the global trade order heating up — and 
potentially knocking the global expansion off course.  A U.S. w ithdraw al from NAFTA, w hile not our base case, w ould ripple through 
global supply chains and cast a shadow  over the future of other trade agreements. Any U.S.-China trade spats could further elevate 
uncertainty.

Asset class views
View s from a U.S. dollar perspective over a three-month horizon

Asset class View Comments

Equities

U.S. — Earnings momentum is strong heading into 2018. U.S. corporate tax cuts should boost earnings. We like 
the momentum and value style factors, financials, technology and dividend growers.

Europe ▲ We see sustained above-trend economic expansion and a steady earnings outlook supporting cyclicals. 
Euro strength is sti l l  playing out in company results and could cause more pain.

Japan ▲
Positives are improving global growth, more shareholder-friendly corporate behavior and solid earnings 
amid a stable yen outlook. We see BoJ policy and domestic investor buying as supportive. Yen 
strengthening would be a risk.

EM ▲
Economic reforms, improving corporate fundamentals and reasonable valuations support EM stocks. 
Above-trend expansion in the developed world is another positive. Risks include a sharp rise in the U.S. 
dollar, trade tensions and elections. We see the greatest opportunities in EM Asia, and like Brazil and India. 
We are cautious on Mexico.

Asia ex-Japan ▲
The economic backdrop is encouraging. China’s growth and corporate earnings appear solid in the near 
term. We like selected Southeast Asian markets but recognize a faster-than-expected Chinese slowdown 
would pose risks to the entire region.

Fixed 
income

U.S. 
government 

bonds
▼

We expect rates to move moderately higher amid a sustained economic expansion and a tightening Fed. 
Rising inflation and lower valuations give TIPS an edge over nominal Treasuries. We are neutral on agency 
mortgages, given full valuations and the uncertain effect of the Fed’s unwinding its balance sheet.

U.S. 
municipals —

Increased issuance driven by tax reform expectations should reverse in 2018, creating a more supportive 
supply/demand balance. This, plus solid appetite for tax-exempt income, underpins the asset class. We 
favor maturities of 0-2 and 20+ years.

U.S. credit —
Sustained growth supports credit, but high valuations limit upside. We prefer up-in-quality exposures as 
ballast to equity risk. Higher-quality floating rate instruments and shorter maturities appear increasingly well 
positioned for rising rates.

European
sovereigns ▼

The ECB’s negative interest rate policy has made yields unattractive and vulnerable to the improving growth 
outlook. We expect core eurozone yields to rise, and spreads of semi-core and selected peripheral 
government bonds to narrow.

European
credit ▼

Ongoing ECB purchases have compressed spreads across sectors and credit-quality buckets. Negative 
rates have crimped absolute yields– and rising rate differentials make currency hedged positions 
increasingly attractive for U.S. dollar investors. Subordinated financial debt is less alluring versus equities 
after a strong 2017.

EM debt —
Gradual Fed rate increases favor local-currency exposures – especially their higher yields relative to major 
bond markets. A shift by EM central banks towards tighter policy reduces our return expectations. Solid 
fundamentals and inflows should l imit EM currency volatility. 

Asia fixed
income —

Regional growth and inflation dynamics are supportive of credit. China’s rising representation in the region’s 
bond landscape reflects its growing credit market. Higher quality growth and a focus on financial sector 
reform are long-term positives, but any China growth slowdown would be a near-term challenge.

Other
Commodities 

and
currencies

✱
Oil prices are underpinned by supply-and-demand rebalancing. The U.S. dollar has scope to strengthen 
against the euro and the yen in coming months, as the Fed’s normalizing ahead of its peers looks to be 
underpriced for now.

Jan. 23-28
World Economic Forum at Davos (Jan. 23-
26); sixth round of NAFTA negotiations 
(Jan. 23-28)

Jan. 24 Global Markit PMIs

Jan. 25 ECB meeting

Jan. 26 U.S. and UK Q4 GDP

*Given the breadth of this category, we do not offer a consolidated view. ▲ Overw eight      — Neutral      ▼ Underw eight
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